STRENGTH does not come from physical capacity. It comes from AN INDOMITABLE WILL.

- Mahatma Gandhi

Drawing inspiration from the athleticism, endurance, and indomitable will of both the mythological character, Atlas, and the 89-year story of THE CADETS

Musical Selections:
"What Are You Going To Do When You Are Not Saving The World" Hans Zimmer
"Immortal" Paul Lovatt Cooper
"Defeat" Lee Beddis and Andrew Monteiro
"Corynorhinus" by Hans Zimmer

Spoken lyrics/Poetry by Shane Koyczan
TOUR DATES

*Dates are subject to change

dci.org/events
THE CADETS COMMUNITY PERFORMANCE
Wine & Beer, Food Trucks & Merchandise
Facilities Tours
Performance by North Coast Brass
Open Cadets Rehearsal
Debut of The 2023 Cadets’ show

LAKE ERIE FANFARE
Spirit of Atlanta
Seattle Cascades
Jersey Surf
Genesis
Pacific Crest
The Cadets

Get Tickets
dci.org/events
EVENTS

Elementary Field Trip
Erie Sports Center, Erie, PA

Marching Band Clinic
Saxon Stadium at Mercyhurst University, Erie, PA

The Cadets Event-Day Clinic
Navy-Marine Corps Memorial Stadium, Annapolis, MD

cadets.org/events
Alumni Reunion Brunch  
A new annual event  
Celebrate the anniversaries of the 3's with our Cadets family  
10AM-12PM  
Americus Hotel, Allentown, PA

Indianapolis Meet-up  
Celebrate Championships Weekend with fellow Cadets  
Empire Street Grille, Indianapolis

Homecoming Weekend  
Happy Hour with the Board | Pizza Party | Holy Name Mass  
Homecoming Celebration | Hall of Fame Induction  
Garfield, NJ area

cadets.org/events
Our performers need over 5,000 calories to stay energized through a full day on the field. You can help provide balanced, nutritious meals with Power The Cadets! This is a wonderful way to encourage the corps or honor a Cadet or your favorite section.

cadets.org/power
AWAKEN YOUR INNER CADET

cadets.org/join
ADMINISTRATION
Vicki Ferrence Ray, Executive Director
Brian Murphy, Corps Director
Dan Hurd, Operations Manager
Kelsey Brunson, Corps Manager
Justin Moore, Technology Manager
Mike Ryan, Assistant Operations Manager
Emma Wierenga, Housing Coordinator
Antonio Bonilla-Garcia, Tour Admin
Candace Boyce, Tour Admin
Devin Eisleck, Tour Admin
Ryan Richardson, Tour Admin
Wilbert Toruno, Tour Admin
Raphael Williams, Tour Admin
Carl Miller, Music Educator Liaison

AUDIO STAFF
Lloyd Puckett, Audio Director
Nathan Bashline, Audio Caption Manager
Ben Potts, Creative Consultant
Alex Glover, Audio Staff
Shrey Subramanayan, Audio Staff
David Nekula, Audio Intern
Ethan Staffieri, Audio Intern

BATTERY STAFF
Lee Beddis, Percussion Director & Battery Arranger
Jacob Gall, Battery Caption Manager
Travis Peterman, Assistant Battery Caption Manager
James Sparling, Assistant Battery Caption Manager
Omi Batan, Snare Instructor
Mike Gazetta, Snare Instructor
Zachary Odom, Snare Instructor
Anthony D’Andrea, Tenor Instructor
Seth Lampert, Tenor Instructor
Michael Moore, Bass Instructor
Daniel Richardson, Bass Instructor
Ryan Brodhead, Bass Instructor
Jerede Brown, Bass Instructor
Noah Cole, Bass Instructor
Sarah Fabian, Bass Instructor
Chad Grundon, Bass Instructor
Andy Warnatz, Bass Instructor
Corey Watkins, Bass Instructor

BRASS STAFF
Jay Bocook, Brass Arranger
Dr. Matt Stratton, Brass Caption Manager
Seth Murphy, Assistant Brass Caption Manager
Marc Whitlock, Music Coordinator & Brass Consultant
Dr. Aaron Witek, Pedagogy Consultant
Al Chez, Performance Consultant
Michael Pate, Ensemble Consultant
Shorty Bartholomew, Legacy Consultant
Mark Metrinko, High Brass Consultant
Michael Nickens, Low Brass Consultant
Selena Maytum, High Brass Coordinator & Mellophone Committee Chair
Travis Higgins III, Trumpet Committee Chair
Matt Banks, Low Brass Coordinator & Tuba Committee Chair
Ray Henricksen, Baritone/Euphonium Committee Chair
Kate Thane, High Brass Instructor & Brass Choreographer
Connor Vaughn, Trumpet Instructor
Chris Allen, Mellophone Instructor
Tristan Rivera, Mellophone Instructor
Ben Owens, Baritone/Euphonium Instructor
Casey Thomas, Low Brass Instructor
Garrett Giantonio, High Brass Intern
Jenna Schoenagel, Low Brass Intern
Aaron Reid, Low Brass Intern

COLOR GUARD STAFF
Enrique Perez, Caption Manager
Evan Turner, Assistant Caption Manager
April Gilligan-Martinez, Consultant
Vance Anderson, Instructor
Meghan Brackett, Instructor
Laura Gasper, Instructor
Rob Godin, Instructor
Austin Horton, Instructor
Zach Jacobs, Instructor
Connor Kovatch, Instructor
Danielle Marquardt, Instructor
Jake Montanaro, Instructor
Alex Perez, Instructor
Alex Serrano, Instructor
Wesley Tyree, Instructor
Tramaine Weatherspoon, Instructor
Mark Willis, Instructor

FRONT ENSEMBLE STAFF
Anthony Gillesland, Front Ensemble Caption Manager
Andrew Monteiro, Front Ensemble Arranger & Soundscape Designer
Mark Eichenberger, Front Ensemble Consultant
Jeremy Maytum, Instructor
Cameron Schreiber, Instructor
Rick Stetson, Instructor
Brendan Walter, Instructor

VISUAL STAFF
Jon Bilby, Visual Designer
Josh Brenneis, Caption Manager
Julian Johnson, Assistant Caption Manager
Jeff Sacktig, Visual Consultant
Mike Fanning, Visual Consultant
Jamal Sayih, Visual Specialist/Choreographer
Paul Bunin, Movement Specialist
Andrew Denburg, Instructor
Téa Gagliardi, Visual/Movement Instructor
Kelvin Guevara, Instructor
Tim Heinzelman, Instructor
Mason Hicks, Instructor
Sarah Hobson, Instructor
Kyle Korb, Instructor
Jamar Morrison, Instructor
Nicole Oliva, Instructor
Logan Rice, Instructor
Sharbel Skaff, Instructor
Alejandro Tavares, Instructor
Tyler Williams, Instructor

MEDICAL STAFF
Paul Dolan, Medical Team Lead

SUPPORT STAFF
Dave Paterniti, Food Team Lead
Kris Paterniti, Food Team Lead
Meg Taylor, Transportation Manager
Jill Updike, Volunteer Coordinator
Linda Vitale, Lead Seamstress

MARKETING & DEVELOPMENT STAFF
Allison Broussard, Marketing & Development Manager
Kevin Carlsen, Photographer & Social Media Manager
Rob Hamilton, Lead Videographer
Ryan Cleary, Assistant Videographer
Derrick Phillips, Graphic Designer
MEMBERS

DRUM MAJOR
Catherine Yang*
Adrian Allen
Maddy Heintz
Alyssa Stuhr

BRASS
TRUMPET
Ryan Baber
Chris Bessich
Warren Caldwell
Clay Campbell
Ava Cardner
Emma DiMiceli
Olivia Ellsworth
Donovan Fields
Kana'i Fu
Sydney Gallagher
Paul Giorlando
Maxwell Gradisher
Jake Hepler
Carter King
Jackson Mida
Bryson Naftel
Justin Osterhout
Mason Puckett
Micah Ramos
Olivia Ross
Kanon Shibuta
Madison Smith
Robert Starling*
Maia Trafton
Grace Trumpy
Matt Wilkinson

MELLOPHONE
Ashton Ballew
Elijah Castaneda
Ivy Ericson
James Davidson
Kaitlyn Ferrari
Daniel Huggins
Yoshiyuki Ishii
Joseph Iwinski
Julia Koski*
Eiley Lopez
Evah Lawrence
Liam Mitchell
Andres Rodriguez
Sheldon Senek
Kate Stoddard
Logan Vaughan
Noah Wade
Ethan Zheng

BARITONE
Aubry Bourgeois
Chris Currier
Sebastian Gentry
Owen Goddu
Bradan Hameed
Griffith Hamlin
Justin Lordi
Danny Lopez
Liam McCartney
Andrew Muzquiz
Alekse Saario
Mark Shelton
Justin Sutherland
Evan Stoddard*
Ian Zalamea

EUPHONIUM
Brian Barrow, Jr.
Ajay Chakraborty
Quin Dumouchelle
Cameron Duncan
Joseph Elkin*
John Blackstone-Gardner
Matt Greco
Benjamin Hauk
Oliver Sanchez
Douglas Sullivan
Kent Vitale

TUBA
Chris Barreda*
Matthew Coyle
Christopher Cruz
Zachary Polidoro
Matthew Raudebaugh
Maxwell Rusrnisell
Eli Siegel
Alan Stone
Ryan Vest
Fuma Yamamoto
Asuka Yasuda

PERCUSSION
SNARE
Dillon Baxter
Keishi Cole
Andrew Davison
Margaret Diaz-Jaimies
Kyle Gardner
Alex Gilbert*
Carson Hegler
Braxton Lippard
Noah Swart

TENOR
Frank De Leon
Tommy Freeman
Patrick Horan
Aiden Kraft
Michael Robertson, Jr.*

*Section Leader

BASS
Aidan Mangin
Fin Brown
Jacob Cantor*
Josiah Sgro
Braxton Lazarus

FRONT ENSEMBLE
Chris Atkins
Noah Burgess
Logan Cohen
Emily Eby
Jordyn Fishkin
Nathaniel Fong
Joseph Hedner*
Joe Iantosca
Liz Karn
Roman Lomas
Scarlett Maples
Liam Marinkovich
Mason Novacinski
Wyatt Pettry
Jack Terrini
Corbin Winters

COLOR GUARD
Jenna Archer
Emma Baxley
Lexi Beardsley
Alyssa Birzeit
Anamiek Brooks
Simon Cano
Reagan Conyers
Anna Cook
Aiden Cornelius
Kenzie Crosby
Sharon de Meer
Steven Dewey
Abby Dinsmore
Ethan Distler
Ainsley Duncan
Jordyn Fiorica
Morgan Francis
Wesley Freshwater
Leah Gibson
Miranda Gilbert*
Eske-Sophie Haverkamp
Logan Klos
Corra Lavinder
Sami Linscott
Nicole Lunsford
Mackenzie Martin
Marco Martinez
Julian Miron*
Alice Moffatt
Ashley Morales
Austin Pierce
Rachel Plumley
Tatiana Portillo
Jarrett Rampley
Kiley Randles
Alexis Rowbotham*
Joey Ryan
Sydney Shultis
Katie Sightler
Christian Smacher
Megan Smith*
Sarah Sterns
Lindsay Telotte
Emma Thunstedt
David Vega
Heather Walkley
Helen Adams  
Jerry Anderson  
Sharon Anderson  
Paige Augusto  
Wilker Augusto  
Patrick Baldwin  
Heidi Barnes  
Jane Bensinger  
Lee Berman  
Richard Biedrzycki  
Samantha Blanco-Martinez  
Julia Brooks  
Nancy Burns  
Teresa Caldwell  
MK Campbell  
Tom Campbell  
Dianne Cardner  
Marlena Carpenter  
Daniel Castro  
Jill Clemmons  
Dr. Elliot Cleveland  
Kimberly Cofer  
Mary Cope  
Lizzie Diener  
Nicole Dollwet  
Ann Douglass  
Alexander Dumouchelle  
Tom Dumouchelle  
Kassandra Duncan  
Lisa Duncan  
Diane Edwards  
Nancy Elkin  
Rainy Ericson  
Melinda Eshbach  
Kurt Ferrari  
Joan Flint  
Dr. Eric Flowers  
Tim Gallagher  
Sarah Gallardo  
Douglas Gardner  
Carrie Gentry  
Jeff Gentry  
Darla Gibson  
Isaac Gliklich  
Cindy Goodrick  
Lizzie Goodrick  
Reneé Goodwill  
Sarah Greco  
Griff Hamlin  
Laura Hamlin  
Paula Hales  
Debbie Hardner  
Gregory Hardner  
Christina Heath  
Carol Hendry  
Quentin Hendry  
Amy Hernandez  
Shelia Hodges  
Tom Hodges  
Jean Holton  
Jennifer Horan  
Lauren Horan  
Maryellen Horgan-Currier  
Leah Iwinski  
Tom Iwinski  
Benjamin Karic  
Bailey Karst  
Kathy Keane  
John Keegan  
David Keller  
Alex Kinder  
Heather Kinder  
Diane Koenig  
Melissa Kraft  
Mike Kraft  
Eileen Kutzler  
Jaime Lavinder  
Joyce Litwitz  
Richard Loper  
Sebastian Machado  
David Maddox  
Ginny Magda  
Scott McAnally  
Chad McCartney  
Shelly McCartney  
Sarah Mc Dermott  
Maryanne McQuilliss  
Robert McQuilliss  
James Meidlinger  
Amanda Minnich  
Dana Mitchell  
Ken Mitchell  
Jim Mizikowski  
Lisa Mizikowski  
Eric Moffatt  
Renee Moffatt  
Clara Morris  
Katherine Morris  
Dara Murphy  
Grace Murphy  
Joshua Nguyen  
Peter Nguyen  
Caleb Niehoff  
Danielle O'Brien  
Sylvie Pastor  
David Paterniti  
Kris Paterniti  
Fermin Perez  
James Popp  
Aaron Pratt  
Karla Rampley  
Ryan Richardson  
Joe Roche  
Joyce Ross  
Stephen Rowland  
Amanda Rusmisell  
Jay Rusmisell  
Jukka Saario  
Mika Saario  
Lynn Sabia  
Michael Sasse  
Michele Schoenagel  
Mari Schwanke  
Marlon Segura  
Mateo Segura  
Joseph Sensor  
Matt Shelton  
Monica Shelton  
William Sickert-Bush  
Jeff Smeraldo  
Pam Smeraldo  
Katie Smeraldo  
Lillian Smeraldo  
Diego Soriano  
Erin Spindler  
Jennifer Stetson  
Michelle Stoddard  
Ryan Stoddard  
Natasha Sullivan  
Meg Taylor  
Joy Travis  
Fred Trumpy  
Jill Updike  
Kevin Valencia  
Jodi Vangeison  
Linda Varty  
Linda Vitale  
Cara Warntz  
Wendell Watters  
Lenny Waugh  
Mike Wheeler  
Emily Wilkinson  
Cindy Zalamea  
Roderick Zalamea  
John Zicha
Spreading a donation out over the course of the year can be beneficial for you and the corps. Customize your monthly giving plan and get access to the same Maroon & Gold premiums, plus added perks like our virtual Cadets Cocktail Hour and prize drawings!

[Link to donate]

Maroon & Gold is The Cadets' annual giving campaign and the primary way to support the corps. Join with hundreds of alumni, fans, and family members to ensure that "Holy Name shall ALWAYS be."

[Link to donate]

When a donor's total annual contributions reach $1934, they enter into a new community of support with special thank-you gifts for helping to ensure that The Cadets continues on into its second century of leadership, innovation and excellence.

[Link to donate]
APPAREL & GIFTS

shop.cadets.org
SUPPORTING CADETS TO MARCH ON ONE STEP AT A TIME

Apolla socks feature patented arch support, ankle stability, and energy absorption. Targeted compression supports joints & reduces swelling, while the padding in the heel and ball of the foot has been shown to reduce force. Beyond a sock, they are a technical foot garment that is cozy, durable, and effective at reducing pain and fatigue for your performance athletes.

Thousands of 5-Star Reviews

“We are thrilled to be partnering with the incredible team at Apolla, from the moment they tried them on, our members and staff have been in awe of the difference a great sock makes. They’re like magic! We already can’t imagine drum corps without them.”

- Vicki Ferrence Ray, Executive Director of Cadets Arts & Entertainment

www.apollaperformance.com
Vicki Ferrence Ray, Executive Director
vferrenceray@cadets.org

Brian Murphy, Director of The Cadets
bmurphy@cadets.org

Kelsey Brunson, Corps Manager
kbrunson@cadets.org

Jill Updike, Volunteer Coordinator
jupdike@cadets.org
Cadets Arts & Entertainment
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
ENSURING A BRIGHT FUTURE FOR OUR CORPS